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ABSTRACT

The extraordinary loading conditions imposed on a soil mass 

by a nuclear air burst precludes the use of conventional procedures 

in the determination of soil reactions such as surface displacements. 

Solutions to the problem of ground displacements due to unusually 

high magnitudes and extents of loading have heretofore assumed the 

soil to possess an elastic or linear stress-strain relationship.

This study treats the same problem by using an expression 

for an inelastic or non-linear stress-strain relationship„in the 

evaluation of stress wave propagation and ground displacement.

A comparison of the results of the non-linear approach is made 

with the results of an approximate linear solution for four different 

artificial materials. The comparison is made in three areas of 

interest for the prediction of ground displacements due to a nuclear 

detonation: the displacement-time relationship on the surface, 

the maximum surface displacement, and the strain-depth relationship 

for arbitrary times after the initial surface load application. 

Conclusions are drawn concerning the applicability of the linear 

approximation to various degrees of non-linearity as studied in 

this thesis.
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Chapter 1

s t a t e m e n t of the p r o b l e m

Introduction

With the advent of the nuclear age, the magnitude, extent and 

duration of application of conventional design loads have in many 

instances been superseded by an entirely new concept of loading.

In an analysis of structures designed to resist nuclear blast 

loadings, the designer must consider surface loads often in excess 

of 100 psi acting over an area measurable in square miles, and load 

durations in the order of milliseconds. These conditions may result 

in several feet of surface displacement and exceptionally large 

velocities and accelerations. This situation precludes the use of 

conventional design procedures and necessitates a new type of approach.

Due to their complexity, the computations of velocity and 

acceleration must, at the present time, be treated by a highly idealized 

application of one-dimensional wave theory. However, the new approach 

to the prediction of ground displacements due to a nuclear air burst, 

as first presented by Wilson and Sibley (1), treats the problem quasi- 

statically. A column of soil is analyzed at successive times consequent 

to the initial application of the surface load. The stressed depth is 

obtained from the velocity of propagation of the stress wave which is 

a function of the stress-strain relationship of the soil. The associ

ated strains are summed over the length of the stressed soil column to 

obtain the displacement for the instant of time considered.
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More exact theories which treat the problem dynamically are 

available8 however» the use of these more complex formulations of air 

blast-induced ground motions cannot be justified at this time in light 

of the present inadequate knowledge of the dynamic stress-strain 

properties of soil. For the same reason, the stress attenuation with 

depth due to viscous damping is also neglected.

The computation of subsurface stresses in a soil column by 

treating the surface loads as instantaneous static loads is based on 

the assumption that the soil is an elastic, homogeneous, isotropic, 

massless medium bounded by a horizontal plane surface. Consequently, 

the inertial effects on stress and stress wave propagation are not 

considered in the current analysis of the ground displacement problem.

Objective

This study presents an analysis of the problem of free field 

ground displacements in a homogeneous inelastic medium. The analysis 

is intended to provide a method of predicting air-induced ground dis

placements due to time dependent surface overpressures ranging from 3 psi 

to 100 psi. This range covers a multitude of combinations of nuclear 

bomb yields and distances from ground zero.

The analysis departs from previous analyses of this type in 

that the soil is considered to act inelastically. A general equation 

is developed in terms of parameters easily obtainable from laboratory 

tests' to express the nonlinear stress-strain curve of the soil.
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Scope

A knowledge of the magnitude of the stresses and displace

ments due to a time dependent surface loading is essential in the 

design of underground blast shelters. Two major problems are inherent 

in the accurate prediction of the desired stresses and displacements.

The first is the formulation of an analytic expression for the loading 

function, the second is the definition of a mathematical model that 

adequately describes the response of an inelastic material, such as 

soil, to a time-varying surface load.

For soil, the dynamic stress-strain relationship is a prime 

consideration in the determination of this response. Thus arises 

the necessity of expressing the dynamic stress-strain relationship 

obtained from laboratory tests in mathematical form. Then the mathe

matical model that describes the response of the soil to the time 

dependent surface loading can be constructed to predict the design 

stresses and displacements.

The Mathematical Model

In this study, the mathematical model used for predicting the 

free field ground displacements at a given location is similar to 

that found elsewhere in the literature (1, 2). Basically, it consists 

of "freezing" the dynamic problem at a particular time and computing 

the vertical displacement as if it were due to a static surface load 

on a stressed soil column. The dynamic solution for vertical dis

placement as a function of time is obtained by plotting successive 

static solutions in the form of a displacement-time curve. For a given



depths the designer can obtain from this curve the maximum displace

ment, the residual displacement, and the time lapse between the 

initial load application and the maximum displacement. In this respect 

the mathematical model adequately describes the response of the soil 

to a time dependent surface loading.

The use of the mathematical model presupposes a knowledge of;

a) the estimated peak surface overpressure. This estimate 

can be obtained to whatever degree of probability desired from 

targeting analyses of the area under question (3).

b) the.probable weapon yield.

"c) the dynamic stress-strain relationship of the soil in 

the area as obtained from laboratory tests.



Chapter 2

WAVE PROPAGATION THEORY

Introduction ,

"In rigid dynamics it is assumed that, when a force is applied 
to any one point on a body, the resultant stresses set every other 
point in. motion instantaneously, and the force can be considered as 
producing a linear acceleration about its center of gravity. In the 
theory of elasticity, on the other hand, the body is considered as 
in equilibrium under the action of applied forces, and elastic 
deformations are assumed to have reached their static values.
These treatments are sufficiently accurate for problems in which the 
time between the- application of a force and the setting up of effective - 
equilibrium is short compared with the times in which observations 
are made. When, however, we are considering the effects of forces 
which are applied for only very short periods of time, or are Changing 
rapidly, the effects must be considered in terms of the propagation 
of stress waves.'1 (4)

Wave Types ;

When sustained vibrations or an impact loading are applied to 

the surface of d; soil, concentric waves are propagated outward from 

the point of loading. The stresses within the soil produced by the 

applied load are transmitted as stress waves which can be grouped into 

two general categories depending upon their location on or below the 

surface. y , ' -

The first group, body waves, are propagated within the soil 

mass. The most important of these are two types:

1) Dilatational or Compression Waves which propagate, as 

shown in Figure la,by the alternate compression and rarefication: of the 

soil particles along the axis of the shock path. Thus the movement of 

the soil particles is in the direction of wave propagation. '

5
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Figure 1 

Wave Types 
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2) Shear Waves whose propagation, as shown in Figure lb, 

results in the lateral motion of the soil particles normal to the 

axis of the shock path.

The Second group, surface waves, are, as the name implies, 

propagated along the surface. The most significant of these are 

also two types:

1) Love Waves whose propagation, as shown in Figure 1c,

results in the lateral motion of the soil particles in the plane of

the surface. This motion, like that of the body shear waves 

described above, is normal to the axis of the shock path. Due to this

similarity of characteristics. Love waves are often called surface

shear waves.

2) Rayleigh Waves whose propagation, as shown in Figure Id, 

results in a net lateral motion of the soil particles in a plane normal 

to the surfaces ■: While the net effect after shifting planes 909 is 

similar to that produced by the Love wave, the mode of particle motion 

is entirely different. In the Love wave, the particles can be thought 

of as "sliding" laterally, always perpendicular to the axis of the shock 

path. In the Rayleigh wave, the particles travel in an elliptical path 

with a horizontal axis about two thirds of the vertical axis.

Thus their motion relative to the shock path will vary. At one instant 

the particle motion may be away from the shock path but normal to it; 

at another .instant it may be parallel to the shock path but opposite 

to the direction of wave propagation; at another instant it may be 

toward the shock path and normal to it; and at still another instant it 

may be parallel to the shock path and in the direction of wave motion.
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The Propagation Of Stress Waves In An Extended Elastic Medium

Elastic Constants - Generalized Hooke's Law The stress on a

surface element in a solid body does not, in general, act normal to

that surface, but has components both normal to the plane and

tangential to it. Figure 2 shows the nine possible stress components

acting on an infinitesimal rectangular parallelepiped with faces

normal to their respective axes. The notation for stress used here is

that the first letter in the suffix denotes the direction of the stress

and the second letter defines the plane in which it is acting. By taking

moments about the center point (P), it may be seen that for equilibrium

a - o t a = o and o =* o This reduces the number of inde- xy yx xz zx yz zy
pendent components of stress to six.

The generalized form of Hooke's Law applicable to elastic solids 

states that, "Each of the six components of stress is at any point a 

linear function of the six components of strain." (4) Mathematically, 

this may be written in matrix form as

0XX
-

6 XX (la)

0XX 8 yy (lb)

0zz ® ZZ (1c)

°yz
C ij

6 yz (Id)

°ZX 9 ZX (le)

°xy i = 1,6 
j = 1,6

e
xy (If)
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zz
yz

xz zy

xy

XX

X

Figure 2

Stress Components Acting on an Infinitesimal 
Rectangular Parallelepiped
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The coefficients (c^) are the elastic constants of the material.

Love (5) has shown that for the elastic energy to be a single-valued 

function of the strain, any coefficient (c£j) must equal %he

number of independent coefficients is thereby reduced from 36 to 21.

A further reduction in the number of independent coefficients 

is based upon the spatial symmetry of the material, for when the 

material has axes or planes of symmetry, relations may be established 

between these coefficients. In an isotropic solid every plane is a 

plane of symmetry and every axis is an axis of symmetry (5). Conse

quently, the coefficients (c^)(where i ■ 1, 6 and j ■ 4,6 but j ̂  i)

must become zero and the following relations must hold among the remain

ing coefficients

23 " C31 ° c32 " X (2a)
(2b)

A + 2^ (2c)

If A  ■ 6 + 6  + 6 ,  Equations (1) can be rewritten in termsxx yy zzi
of (A) and (p). Lame's constants, as

0CMO

c13 " C21 ■ c,

c44 = C55 " C66 - [X

C11 = CMCMo " C33 * A

°xx ( A + 2p) 6XX + X (6yy + 6zz) «* A A + 2* e= (3a)

Gyy ( X + 2p) 6yy + X <6xx + 6zz> a X A + 2p 6 ^ (3b)

°zz ( A + 2p) 6zz + X <9xx + eyy) A A (3c)

°yz (3d)

azx ^ z x (3e)

Cw (3f )

If the specimen shown in Figure 2 is subjected to a uniform 

stress over the x-plane, and its lateral surfaces are free from ,
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constraint, then (axx) Is the applied stress and the other five com

ponents of stress are zero. Substituting these values of stress into 

Equations (3a), (3b) and (3c) yields

Sex = A + ̂  6xx + A (Syy + ezz)
o = < X + 2n) 6yy + X (6^ + 6zz)

o = ( X + 2m) ezz + x (e^ + Gyy)

which when solved simultaneously for (6 ), (8 ) and (0 ) gives thexx yy zz

strains in terms of Lamp's constants and the applied stress

axx - X-Ht

0 = 0yy zz

n(3 X + 2^) 

-X

"xx (4)

< 5 >2m (3X+ 2m)
Lamp's constants completely define the elastic behavior of an 

isotropic solid, however, for convenience, four other elastic constants 

are generally used. These are Young's modulus (E) (the ratio of the 

applied stress and the fractional extension), Poisson's ratio (y)

(the ratio of the lateral contraction and longitudinal extension), the 

bulk modulus (B) (the ratio of the applied pressure and the fractional 

change in volume when the solid is subjected to uniform hydrostatic 

compression), and finally the shear modulus (G) (the ratio of the 

shear stress and shear strain as given by Equations (3d), (3e) and 

(3f). The shear modulus corresponds exactly to Lamp's constant (p). 

Mathematically, first in terms of stress and strain, and second in 

terms of Lamp's constants, the four elastic constants are expressed 

as follows:
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E = a /6XX XX » n(3 X + 2(i)/( X + n)

V = "6yy/6xx - X/(2(X+ 4))

B «= °XX/(6XX + V  + 8zz) = X + 2tl/3

G = 0yz^6yz “ n

(6)
(7)

(8) 
(9)

Equations of Motion in an Elastic Medium Figure 3 shows that 

when the stress on each face of a small rectangular parallelepiped is 

multiplied by the area of its respective face, six separate forces will 

be acting parallel to each axis. By considering the resultant force 

acting in the x-direction the following equation is obtained

Da dxl dydz - o dydzXX XX _J XX
G>x

B e y  + daxydy]  dxdz ‘ °xydXdZ
Q y

B x z  + d,;x2dz]  dxdy - axzdxdy
a =

Equation 10 can be simplified to read

F. (10)

[ > . xx ^ ̂ crxy + ̂ x z dxdydz ® F . (11)
O x  O y  0 z

If body forces (eg. gravity) are neglected and Newton's second

law of motion (F « ma) is applied, the expression above can be set
2 2equal to (p dxdydz) d u  / d  t where (p ) is the mass density of the 

medium and (u) is the displacement in the x-direction.

If the same reasoning is applied to the y-direction and z- 

direction (where v is the displacement in the y-direction and w the
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xx

xz

xy

xyO

dxX KXX
0 X

X

Figure 3

Force Components Acting on an Infinitesimal 
Rectangular Parallelepiped
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displacement in the z-direction), the following set of equations of 

motion result.

5 °xv + d_ \ z  <12a>
O y  0 z

^  ^  <12b)

P 0 2u = ^"xx
0t2 0X

p 0 2V =
0 t2 0 x

P02W = ^Czx
Ot2 0 x

0  y d z

+ 5 ^ + 5 ^  <12c>
0  y 0 %

These equations of motion are perfectly general and apply no matter 

what the stress-strain behaviour of the medium may be. To solve them 

for an isotropic medium, the elastic relations expressed by Equations 3 

are applied to yield

P0fu - Q U A *  2 ^ )  + + 0(pex2) (1 3,)
0  t2 0  X 0  y 02

P 0 2V « 0 ( A A ^  2^eyy ) + 0 ^ flyx^ + (13b)
0 t 2 0  y 6  x 0 z

pdK - 0(AA+ 2 ^ )  + 0(̂ ezx) + 0(̂ 62y) (we)
0t2 0  z 0  x 0  y

It can be shown by an analysis of Figure 2 that

6 = 0 u  (14a) 6 « 0 v  (14d) 6 =»0w (14g)
™  5 7  " 0 7  ”  0 7

6 *» 0  u + 0 v  (14b) 6 ® 0 v  + 0 u  (14e) 6 » 0 w  + 0 u  (14h)
^  S y  0x ^  5 x  0 y  XZ 0 x  0z

6 « 0u + 0 w  (14c) 6 = 0v + 0 w  (14f) 6 » 0 w  + 0 v  (141)
=* <5%  ^  =? <51 0y ?= 0 F  <51

Making the appropriate substitutions of Equations 14 into Equations 13 

results in the following equations of motion for an isotropic elastic 

solid in which body forces are absent.
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? Q 2U = (A + u) q A  + u V u  (15a)
a t 2 c x

p o 2u = (A + u) 5 A  + u v 2v (15b)
a t 2 5 y

P a 2w = ( a  + u) o  A  + n (7^u (15c)
at2 az
2 2 2  2 2 2 2where ( V  ) is an operator equal to (0 + 0  /dy + 0  /0z ) and

(A) is equal to ( 6 ^  + 6 ^  + 6 ^  ).

If Equation 15a is differentiated with respect to (x), Equation 

15b with respect to (y), and Equation 15c with respect to (z), and the 

results added, the following wave equation results.

P d 2 A  -  ( A  + 2h>v 2 A  (16)

a t 2
This equation, when solved (see Appendix A), states that the dilatation 

( A ) is propagated through the medium with a velocity

' . - f i( A + 2u) . (17)
P

This is the velocity of the dilatational or compression wave.

If, on the other hand, the dilatation (A) is zero, then 

Equations 15 become

p 0 2u o nV^ u  (18a)
0 t 2

P 0 2y *» *i\^v (18b)
0 t 2
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P 0  = pi w (18c)

which,when solved, state that waves involving no dilatation (shear waves) 

propagate with a velocity

To be useful for computational purposes, however. Equations 17 

and 19 should be expressed in terms of one or more of the four elastic 

constants described on page 11. This can be done by first solving 

Equation 7 for (/J, (n) and (A + pi).

(19)

A * 2piV 
1 - 2V

(7a)

P& = A A 
2v

(7b)

pi + A = A_
2v

(7c)

or
(7d)

Substitution of Equation 7a and 7d into Equation 6 yields

E - Pi( 3 A +  2pi )
A + ^

■ ^ [( 6piy/(l - 2V) ) _ + _2pi ]
pi/(l - 2v)

which is solved for (pi) in terms of (E) and (v) as

pi =  E (20)
2(1 + V )

Substitution of Equation 7b and 7c into Equation 6 yields

E = n( 3 A +  2n ) - (A/2V -K) [ 3X + 2(A/2V -X)]
A + H A/2V

which is solved for (A) in terms of (E) and (y) as
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X « EV_________ . (21)
(1 - 2v)(1 + V)

Equations 20 and 21 are then substituted into Equation 17 to obtain

(22)1 - v
(1 - 2v)(1 + v)

A similar, procedure for the shear wave velocity yields by 

direct substitution

C = V_ = (23)

From this analysis the general conclusion can be drawn that the 

velocity of propagation of any type wave is equal to the square root of 

the quantity defined by the elastic constant associated with that wave 

type divided by the mass density of the propagating medium.

Physical Significance The physical significance of this analysis can be

shown by considering a cube of "elastic soil" subject to the stresses

and strains shown in Figure 4.

For a dilatational wave propagating in the z-direction, the

following strain conditions pertain

6 = 6 = 0  (24)x y

6 * 0  •z

These conditions, when substituted into the expression for the stress

in the z-direction yield

<7 - E d  -V) e (25)
z (1 - 2i/)(l + v )

Equation 25 defines the elasticity or stress-strain ratio as

E(l-V)/((l-2v)(l+v)), which in turn defines the velocity of propagation
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e

1 [<rx * V <oy + a2) j

| [°y " V ("x + °z> 1

1 [ 0z - v <°x + °y> 1

The solution of the equations for the stresses yields the following

(1 - 2v) (1

_______ E__
(1 - 2v)(1

_______ E__
(1 - 2v) (1

_ _  r<i -v )ex + V (6y + ez)l

  f (1 - I')ey + V (8x +  8s)l
+ v) L -I

_ _ | - a - v ) « z + ,(ex + v j

Figure 4

Cube of "Elastic Soil" 
Subject to Stresses and Strains



of the dilatational wave as

vc - J . . _  m . i j ) . . .  (N  (1 - 2v)(l + V ) p
Upon close study of Equations 22 and 23, it is apparent that 

the dilatational wave velocity is in all cases greater than the shear 

wave velocity. Table I gives the ratio of the velocities of the 

dilatational wave (V^) and the Rayleigh wave (V^) as a function of 

the shear wave velocity (V^) and Poisson's ratio (6).

TABLE I
Velocity Relationships For Various Poisson Ratios

Poisson's Ratio V /V V /V.
V r s c s

0 0.875 1.418

.1 0.893 1.493

.2 0.911 1.626

.3 0.927 1.869

.4 0.942 2.439

.5 0.955 CD

The table also bears out Richart's observation that over the range 

of Poisson's ratio generally of interest, the velocities of the shear 

and Rayleigh waves are so close that the propagated surface waves can 

be considered as shear waves (7).

Relation of Wave Propagation Velocities to Ground Motion

The velocities of propagation of some of the types of waves 

have been considered here in some detail because this topic is directly 

related to the ground displacement problem. As seen above, the velocity
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of propagation is fundamentally dependent upon the mass density of the 

propagating medium and the type wave being propagated. The latter con

sideration will determine the measure of elasticity that is to be used. 

The importance of knowing the velocity of stress wave propagation 

(shear or dilatational) can best be exemplified by considering the case 

of two-dimensional air-induced ground motion. In these studies the 

loading function is taken to be a plane wave, i.e. the wave front when 

viewed from above appears as a straight line (6 ). Thus the medium is 

subjected to a condition of plane strain in which displacements parallel 

to the wave front are zero. Solutions for stress, displacement and 

velocity for a plane wave loading must relate the air shock velocity (U) 

and the dilatational (V^) and shear (V^) wave velocities of the stress 

propagating medium. Three distinct conditions can exist:

1) The Superseismic Condition (U>Vc > V g)

2) The Transeismic Condition (V^> U ̂ V g)

3) The Subseismic Condition (V^> Vg > U)

These three conditions are shown diagramatically in Figure 5.

Richart and others (6 ) state that Hiller and Pursey (8) 

determined analytically the distribution of energy between the com

pression, shear and Rayleigh waves caused by a single, or a group of 

single loads, acting on the surface of a semi-infinite solid. When the 

solid has a Poisson's ratio of 0.25, they found that for the case of a 

single source of vertical loading on the free surface, 67% of the energy 

was dissipated as a Rayleigh wave, 26% as shear waves, and 7% as a com

pression wave.



(a) Superseismic Condition (U > V^)

(b) Transeismic Condition (V > U > V  )c s

(c) Subseismic Condition (Vc> V g >U)

Figure 5

The Three Conditions of Shear and Dilatational 
Wave Velocities Relative to Air Shock Velocity
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At first sight these figures seem to minimize the importance of 

the dilatattional wave in ground motion studies $ however it must be 

understood that these percentages apply only at or very close to ground 

zero of a nuclear burst. The directly induced ground shocks associated 

with this energy dispersion .attenuate as the inverse of the square of 

the distance from ground zero (9 ) so that their effect becomes 

negligible at comparatively short distances. However the air-induced 

ground shock, which is principally a dilatational wave phenomenon, may 

occur at a distance miles from ground zero. This is due to the fact 

that the air overpressure front propagates quite rapidly, and although 

the peak does attenuate, there is a considerable air overpressure even 

at large distances from ground zero. In this light, the percentages 

given above are misleading and the dilatational wave is of primary con

cern in ground motion studies.

Accordingly, only the air induced ground shock will be consid<- 

ered in this paper. The condition shown in Figure 5'a as the Super- 

seismic Condition is that in which the surface overpressure-time varia

tion directly above the point of interest causes a dilatational or com

pressive wave. This wave is the controlling factor in the prediction 

of the ground motion, for its rate of propagation determines to what 

depth the soil is stressed. The subsequent deformation conditions 

correspond reasonably well to those assumed in one-dimensional wave 

theory (2).

Since no ground motion computation is more reliable than, the 

soil parameters used as a basis for the computation, and since the 

necessary soil parameters cannot at this time be determined more
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precisely, this simplified description of wave propagating phenomena 
will be used.

Stress Attenuation

Perhaps the greatest weakness .of the one-dimensional wave 

propagation approach is that for an infinite homogeneous elastic 

medium the theory does not allow for attenuation of stress with increas

ing depthi Yet, attenuation of stress with depth in soil is a ireality 

attributable to two causes:

1). Absorption of energy by. the medium through inelastic 
V ^deformations.

2) .. Spatial dispersion of the air-blast energy. -C^4 ,

Recently great emphasis has been placed upon both qualitative and

quantitative descriptions of the former cause (6 9 10), however,due to a 

lack of knowledge of the proper formulation for the dynamic streps-strain- 

time properties of soils, solutions arising from these "damping^'-.studies 

are not amenable to general use. .;

The second cause of attenuation has been studied by means of 

Boussinesq8s Equations for the determination of the stress at ,any point 
within a semi-infinite medium. The results of this approach, While use

ful, are colored: by the many assumptions.associated with Boussinesq's 

Equations, i.e., that the soil is an elastic, homogeneous, isotropic, 

massless medium bounded by a horizontal plane surface which is loaded 

by static, distributed, vertical loads on a finite area. Nevertheless, 

a computational technique has been devised to express the spatial 

attenuation as a function of bomb yield, peak overpressure and depth 

(2 ). If the damping factor is neglected and only this attenuation



factor is applied to the peak pre.ssures the attenuated values of the 

peak pressure at depth will be conservative»

In this regard, it is possible that the present study may 

in the future contribute to a correct evaluation of the damping 

factor since in this study an exact formulation of the stress- 

strain characteristics of granular soils is presentede



Chapter 3

GENERAL THEORY OF THE NON-LINEAR STRESS-STRAIN APPROACH 
TO THE GROUND DISPLACEMENT PROBLEM

Introduction

The velocity of propagation of a stress wave has been shown to 

be equal to the square root of the quantity defined by the elastic con

stant which describes the particular wave type divided by the mass 

density of the propagating medium. For any stress level the elastic 

constant is a function of the slope of the tangent to the stress-strain

curve of the soil. It is obvious that for a medium having a non-linear

stress-strain relationship the value of the tangent and therefore the 

value of the velocity of propagation of the stress wave will change 

with a change in stress level. : ,

In the mathematical model used to study the ground displacement 

problem, the stress wave front is shown to propagate at a velocity

given as a function of the initial tangent modulus, i.e., the slope of

the tangent to the stress-strain curve at the ..zero stress level.

The stress wave peak is shown to propagate at a velocity given 

as a function of the slope of the tangent to the stress-strain curve 

at a stress level equal to the peak attenuated vertical pressure.

Linear Approach Until recently, in order to make the entire 

problem less complex, the stress-strain curve was assumed linear as 

shown in Figure 6. The obvious implications of this assumption are 

that the wave front and wave peak are propagated at two different but

25
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constant velocities regardless of stress level. (MI)is the modulus 

that controls the wave front velocity* whereas (MI) is the modulus that 

controls the wave peak velocity. (MI) is the rebound modulus. This linear 

assumption is clearly an over simplification for stress waves do not 

propagate in this manner.

Finite Increment Approach Attempts have been made to treat the 

non-linearity of the soil stress-strain curves through a series of 

straight line approximations (11). Figure 7a depicts this finite 

increment approach. From Figure 7b it is apparent that the velocity of 

propagation of the stress wave peak would be constant only over a 

certain range of stress. This assumption avoids the consequence of the 

previous over simplification of a constant modulus over the entire 

stress range. In the finite increment approach the velocity of propa

gation takes the form of a step function dependent upon the stress 

level encountered. However* even the step function can in certain in

stances become an over simplification. Sharply curving stress-strain 

relationships require many finite increments for accuracy to be re

tained* however* the ease of ground motion computations is thereby 

sacrificed.

It is the purpose of this paper to present a method whereby no 

approximations need be made to describe the stress-strain relationship. 

The immediate result is that stress wave propagation velocities are no 

longer single valued over the entire range of stress levels or over any 

smaller range of stress levels. Every stress level has a correspond

ing propagation velocity peculiar to it alone. This definition of the
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stress-strain relationship is accomplished by use of the Ramberg 

Osgood Equation.

The Ramberg Osgood Stress-Strain Distribution

In the early 1940's the aircraft industry realized the economic 

advantage of being able to apply the results of destructive tests on 

structural members of one material to similar members of another 

material. As a result of the ensuing research, an analytic expression 

for the stress-strain curves of various materials was developed by 

Ramberg and Osgood (12). They found that any monotonically increasing 

stress-strain curve could be expressed in terms of three parameters:

MI (the modulus of elasticity or the initial tangent modulus)

SO (a stress which is approximately equal to the yield stress) 

n (a shape factor describing the curvature of the stress-strain 

relationship).

The most general form of the Ramberg Osgood equation for the stress- 

strain relationship is

where

6 * a + 3 o11 , (26)

6 - eMI (27)
SO

and

o - . (28)
SO

The expressions (6) and (a) are dimensionless terms where, 

in the former, (e) is the strain at a stress level (f) which appears 

in the latter expression for (o).
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Ramberg and Osgood found that the value of the stress (SO) 

could be obtained by drawing a line from the origin to the stress-strain 

curve at a slope of 0.7HI. The ordinate of the intersection of this 

line and the stress-strain curve is the value of (SO) which Ramberg and 

Osgood observed was approximately equal to the yield stress for the 

typical aircraft materials at that time.

The region of critical curvature in any experimental stress- 

strain curve can then be described by the proper value of (n).

Ramberg and Osgood showed that for most materials (n) was a function 

of the stress (SO) and another stress (SI) defined as the ordinate at 

the intersection of the stress-strain curve with a line drawn from the 

origin at a slope of 0.85MI. These relationships are shown diagrammati- 

cally in Figure 8.

For a constant value of elastic modulus, a family of stress- 

strain curves can be constructed for (n) ranging from zero to infinity. 

The influence of this (n) parameter can be appreciated more readily 

if the Ramberg Osgood equation is solved for strain; this yields

e = f_ + 3S0 _f_
MI 7MI SO

From this expression it is obvious that the smaller the (n) value, the 

greater the curvature for a given stress level (f). It is also apparent 

that for constant (MI) and for (f) equal to (SO), all the curves will 

pass through the same point. These relationships are shown diagrammati

cal ly in Figure 9.

The portion of the stress-strain curve that can be considered 

critical is that portion over which the strain increases quite

n (29)
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significantly for a small increase in stress. This is the portion 

described by the value of (n). This (n) value can be determined from 

experimental data by using the (SO) and (SI) stresses as defined above. 

Referring to Figure 8, it can be shown that 6 = SI/0.85MI . Substi

tution of this value of stress and strain into Equation 29 yields
nSI SI 3 SO 

MI + 7 MI
SI
so0.85MI

After algebraic manipulation this expression yields 

0.413 SI n-1 SO 1-n
so SI

Taking the logarithm of both sides,

log 0.413 ■ (l-n)log SO
SI

and solving for (n) results in the equation

n 1 0.386 (30)
log

® ]

With this expression, any monotonically increasing stress-strain curve 

can be analytically expressed as a function of three parameters (SO,SI 

and HI) easily obtainable from laboratory tests on a given soil.

The preceding discussion was limited to defining an analytic 

expression for the loading portion of the stress-strain curve. A ques

tion now arises as to what kind of general expression can be used to 

analytically describe the unloading portion of the stress-strain curve 

of a given soil.

Experiments have shown that, in general, soil exhibits some 

elastic rebound when unloaded, however there is also an appreciable 

amount of residual strain (13). Investigation of the results of these
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experiments indicates that for dynamically loaded soils the rebound 

curves are of approximately equal slope over a range of cycles. Thus 

the assumption of equally sloped rebound curves for all peak stress 

levels made in this analysis dties not seem unwarranted. The value of 

this slope is another question, and pending further studies, it is 

assumed that the rebound slope or the rebound modulus is equal to 

the initial tangent modulus. The computer program as developed for 

this analysis, however, allows other slopes to be substituted without 

affecting the rest of the program.

Another way to treat the rebound curve is to assume that for 

every peak stress there corresponds a maximum strain, and the value of 

the residual strain will in each instance be a constant percentage of 

the maximum strain. Since the loading portion of the stress-strain 

curve is non-linear, the result of this assumption would be differently 

sloped rebound curves depending upon the peak stress encountered.

This does not seem to agree with the experimental results referred to 

above.

Figure 10 gives a diagrammatic summary of the concepts involved 

in assuming a constant rebound modulus equal to the initial tangent 

modulus. For i = 1,4 M(i) indicates the maximum stress level reached 

at a given depth; is the corresponding maximum strain, and

6 ... is the corresponding residual strain.

Ground Displacement Study

Surface Pressure Distribution The air overpressure wave 

generated by a nuclear air burst has a shape characterized by a
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steep rise to a peak and an exponential type decay which, unlike an 

exponential, tapers off to zero in some finite duration. As the 

wave travels radially from ground zero, the velocity and peak decrease. 

For example, a one-megaton air burst will generate, at a distance of 

2,700 feet from ground zero, a 200 psi overpressure peak travelling 

at a velocity of approximately 4,000 feet per second. When the peak 

has travelled 3,500 feet, its magnitude has been reduced to 100 psi 

and its velocity to approximately 3,000 feet per second. These 

concepts are shown diagramtnatically in Figure 11.

Figure 12a shows that the actual shape of the surface over

pressure distribution consists of a rapid rise to a peak in a time (t^) 

known as the rise time; a positive phase which decays from the peak
4»in the form of an exponential type function in a duration (D ) known

. . ■ ' ' , ■ p . as the positive phase duration; and a negative phase that persists for

a time (D ) denoted as the negative phase duration.P
In this analysis the overpressure-time curve will be assumed 

as shown in.Figure 12b, i.e., an instantaneous rise time and no.negative 

phase. This is done to keep the loading function as simple as possible 

in order to make it amenable to description by an analytic function.

The positive phase duration is a function of the peak over

pressure which in turn is a function of the bomb yield and distance 

from ground zero. The relationship betwedn peak overpressure and 

positive phase duration is shown graphically in the Air Force Deaim 

Manual ( 2 ). Also shown graphically are the relationships between 

normalized overpressure (F/Pge) and normalized time (t/b^) for various

values of peak overpressure (Pe ) ('2 ). Thus for a given peak ■
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overpressure there corresponds a positive time duration, and with that 

value known, the overpressure-time variation for a given bomb yield 

can be obtained by choosing arbitrary values of (t), evaluating 

the (t/Dp) ratio and reading off the corresponding (P/Pgo) for 

the peak overpressure under consideration. A knowledge of the 

overpressure-time variation is the "sine qua non" of displacement 

computations, however the method outlined above is hardly suitable 

for use by a computer.

It was found that by breaking up the positive phase duration 

vs. peak overpressure curve into three ranges of interest, equations 

could be written for this relationship. It so happened that the 

(p/Pso) vs. (t/Dp) curves which vary for different overpressures 

could be very closely approximated by a single curve for each range 

of (Pso) values which would take a different shape within that range 

depending upon the value of the peak overpressure. The resulting 

equations in effect formulate the two graphical relationships in 

the Air Force Design Manual referred to above and therefore permit 

a computer treatment of the ground displacement problem. These 

equations are given as

(a) 3 psi < Pgo < 10 psi

Pt ■ Pso (1 - t/D+) e*1/Dp (31)

where

for

D+ » 4.25MT^^P "•3731 (32)p so

MT = Bomb yield in megatons
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so Peak surface overpressure in psi.

where

P ■ Surface overpressure at a time (t).

t ■ Any arbitrary time.

(b) 10 psi < P < 6 0  psiS O 

SO 1 - tp

PWR = 9.01
SO

5MT

.2652

.460
soITT"

PWR 1
PWR

(c) 60 psi < Pgo 5L 100 psi

so 1 -
173

PWR 1
PWR

(33)

(34)

(35)
.84MT

As the above equations indicate, an instantaneous value of 

overpressure can now be obtained having a knowledge of only three 

parameters, (Pso» MT, and t).

Stress Distribution At Depth "In one-dimensional wave theory 
a time dependent disturbance is considered to act uniformly over 
a surface of infinite extent. Therefore, only vertical motions occur 
and simple relationships can be established between stress, displace
ments, velocity, and acceleration. No shearing stress or shear wave 
is induced in the medium. Although the situation is highly idealized 
compared to conditions resulting from a nuclear blast, the theory 
provides an understanding of the basic relationships between stresses 
and ground motions and can be corrected to provide a reasonable 
representation of actual free-field conditions" (2).

The implications of this statement can best be expressed

diagrammatically as shown in Figure 13. This diagram indicates that at

a time (t^) the surface overpressure has reached a horizontal distance

(X^) from ground zero and at that time there is applied to the surface

an overpressure equal to (p ) which is in fact the maximum overpressure
s\
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the surface at distance (X^) from ground zero will experience.

At a time t^ = t^ 4- A t ,  the peak surface overpressure will 

have advanced to a distance (Xg) and will have decreased in magnitude

to (P ). At the same time, reverting to the point (X.), the so i
2surface overpressure will now have a reduced value (P^) while the

former peak surface overpressure, having been attenuated by a depth

dependent factor (a), will have travelled vertically a distance (ZP).

Thus the stress at depth (ZP) will be equal to (c<P ) where a < 1.0.
s°xiThis wave peak travels vertically at a velocity

v p N MC (36)
P

where

MC = Constrained modulus of deformation for the particular 
stress level at the depth under consideration.

P = The mass density of the soil.

In advance of the wave peak there exists a wave front travelling 

at a velocity

Vl " N
 i

MI (37)
P

where

MI =* Initial tangent modulus of deformation.

With the values of stress determined at the surface, at (ZP) 

and at (ZI) as (P^), (cKP̂ )̂ and zero respectively, the form of the 

intermediate stress distribution can now be considered.

"The distribution of pressure with depth above the point of 
peak pressure is difficult to specify rigorously. The overpressure 
decay propagates more rapidly than the peak pressure, reflects when 
it meets the peak, reflects again when it reaches the surface, etc..
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The accuracy with which soil properties can be described does not 
justify an attempt to trace out this behavior. ...

"To handle the decay portion of the pressure-depth curve 
in the medium it will be adequate to consider the pressure vs. depth 
curve at a particular time to be linear...." (2 )

It is also reasonable to consider the pressure to vary 

linearly from zero to the peak attenuated pressure over the distance 

<ZI - ZP) (.2).

It is in view of these statements that Figure 13 shows 

a linear stress distribution between the surface, (ZP) and (ZI); 

however the non-linear stress variation with depth has been treated 

in the literature (14).

It is important to understand all the concepts presented in 

Figure 13 because they are the bases for the technique employed 

in the computation of vertical displacements. This technique, for a 

given surface overpressure (which corresponds to a specific distance 

from ground zero for a given bomb yield), involves allowing the peak 

to travel an incremental vertical distance (&ZP). By using the 

constrained modulus of deformation for one-half the increment 

(HC^zp/2^ (the slope of the tangent to the stress-strain curve 

for the given soil at the stress existing at one-half the increment) 

and by knowing the mass density (p) of the soil, the time required 

for the peak to travel this incremental depth can be computed as

At . Azp 1 P . (38)N ^Azp/a
For a given instant in time, (t^), the depth of the wave 

peak is given as ZP^ ■ ZP^_^ + A  ZP. The total time elapsed

since the initial application of the surface overpressure is given
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as *•  ̂-f & t .  If it is assumed that the initial tangent modulus

remains constant with depth, then the location of the wave front is simply

With (ZP^) known, the attenuation factor (a) can be determined 

and multiplied by the peak surface overpressure to yield the peak 

vertical attenuated pressure at depth (ZP^). The value of the decayed 

surface overpressure can next be computed by using the appropriate 

equation found on pages 39 or 40. A linear stress-depth variation is 

assumed to exist between the three points of known stress (ZI^, ZP^ 

and the surface) (Refer to Figure 13). The strain-depth variation 

can now be obtained from the stress-strain relationship of the 

affected soil. By summing the strains from infinite depth to the 

point of interest, be it at depth or at the surface, the displacement 

at that point can be obtained for the time (t^). Repetition of this 

process for additional increments will yield a series of times with 

corresponding displacements which can be plotted in the form of a 

displacement-time curve. This curve will indicate the peak 

displacement for the point of interest; if the displacement-time 

relationship for two points is plotted (e.g. for 10 feet and 20 

feet below the surface), the maximum relative displacement between 

these two points can be ascertained. The maximum relative 

displacement will not be the difference in displacement between 

the maxima of the individual curves because these maxima will occur 

at different times.
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Strain Distribution At Depth Unlike previous analyses of 

ground displacement problems, this analysis makes no assumption 

concerning the shape of the loading portion of the soil stress- . 

strain curve at'low stress levels. Hendron and Davisson presented 

stress-strain curves at the Soil-Structure Interaction Symposium 

held at the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona in June 1964 

which dealt with stress levels of up to 20,000 psi (15). One of these 

curves is shown in Figure 14 for a soil sample taken from the' 1 

Nevada Test Site at Frenchman's Flat, Nevada. . ■

The present analysis deals only with stress-strain curves 

of the form .found in the boxed portion of Figure 14, which,, if %  

enlarged, would resemble the monotonically increasing stress-strain 

relationship shown in Figure 8 and discussed under the heading ‘ 

"Ramberg Osgood Stress-Strain Distribution". This configuration 

is more characteristic of the stress levels expected in non-military 

types of protective construction such as community blast shelters 

etc,. ’ ; "

To evaluate the strain distribution with depth it is:necessary 

to consider the stress distribution as consisting of two parts; a 

loading portion extending from the wave front to the wave peak and 

an unloading portion extending from the wave peak to either the surface, 

if the surface overpressure has not yet decayed to zero, or some: 

intermediate depth dependent upon the amount of time elapsed after the 

surface overpressure has decayed to zero.

Figure 16 gives a hypothetical example of the first case.

Figure 15 shows the stress-strain relationship for the soil, while
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Figure 16 depicts the stress-depth relationship at a time (t^) after

the passage of the surface overpressure front. For clarity the

distribution of the surface overpressure is not shown, but it does

indeed exist as witnessed by a value of (P ) on the surface; also
4

for clarity only one value of (ZI^), (ZI^), is shown, that corresponding

to (ZP4) and (t^).

The notation used in Figures 15 and 16 follows:

M(i) ™ The peak attenuated vertical stress at depth (ZP^).

This value is equal to (a), the attenuation factor, times(Pg(̂ .

ZP^ = The depth of wave peak at time (t^).

ZI^ =» The depth of wave front at time (t^).

S(ji) * The stress at depth (ZPj) when the peak attenuated

vertical stress is at depth (ZP^).

6 . = The maximum strain at depth (ZP ).1
Q * The residual strain at depth (ZP ).R ( i) 1
@ . " 71x6 strain at depth (ZP.) due to stress (S..).J J ̂
P * The value of the surface overpressure at a time (t )
ti

after passage of peak surface overpressure front.

This notation immediately identifies the portion of the 

stress-strain curve to be used in obtaining the strain corresponding 

to stress Sj^. In summary,

(a) For j < i, unloading portion.

(b) For j = i, maximum strain value.

(c) For j > i, loading portion.

For the stress distribution shown in Figure 15, the strains 

corresponding to stresses on the loading portion of the curve are
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given by Equation 29 with (f) equal to the stress levels encountered 

in loading. The strains corresponding to stresses on the unloading 

portion of the curve are computed as follows.

From Figure 15 it is apparent that when the peak attenuated 

vertical pressure is at (ZP^) the stress ( S ^ ^ )  at (ZP^) causes

a strain

6S(14) = eM(l) Mq) - sd4)
MI (40)

Rearrangement of terms yields 

% ! )  “ 6S(14) +
MX MI

(41)

Solution of Equation 29 for yields

M(l) = + 3 S 0
MI 7 MI

MillSO
(42)

Simultaneous solution of Equations 41 and 42 results in the following 

expression for the strain at (ZP^),

S(14) 11141 + 3 SO
MI 7 MI

M
illSO

n
(43)

This equation can be put into general form for any strain corresponding 

to an unloading stress as

n
6

S(J i )
(ji) + 3 SO
MI 7 MI

MillSO (44)

Since the assumption was made that the initial tangent modulus 

was a constant, this expression will apply for unloading from any 

maximum stress level on the stress-strain curve shown in Figure 15.



It is interesting to note that although a linear stress- 

depth relationship is assumed initially, the corresponding strain- 

depth relationship will be of a non-linear nature.



Chapter 4
THE NON-LINEAR STRESS-STRAIN APPROACH 

TO THE GROUND DISPLACEMENT PROBLEM 
AS APPLIED TO THE PRESENT STUDY

Introduction

In linear analyses» the elastic properties of the soil mass 

are considered to vary with depth„ In particular, the contention is 

made that the elastic modulus of the mass increases as a function of 

depth. The current linear approaches to the ground displacement 

problem assume this variation to be exponential as shown in Figure 17. 

This assumption leads to two methods of approach to the prediction of 

ground displacement.

The first linear method assumes not only that the constrained 

modulus of deformation (MC) increases as some exponential function of 

depth such as that shown in Figure 17, but also that it is possible for 

the initial tangent modulus of deformation (MI) to increase as some 

other exponential function of depth. The assumption is also made that 

at some depth (MC) and (MI) become equal and that thereafter both 

moduli remain constant at the value of (Ml).

In terms of stress-strain diagrams„ Figure 18a shows diagram- 

matically the - assumed linear variation in the shape of the stress- 

strain relationship with depth for the first method of linear analysis

The implication of this method of approach is that both the 

velocity of propagation of the stress wave peak (Vp) and the velocity 

of propagation of the stress wave front (Vi) increase with depth.

*
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-The-velocity (V^) increases at a greater rate so that at some depth,

(Vp) and (V^) are equal and remain constant at (V^) for greater depths. 

The second linear-method assumes that, the constrained modulus 

of deformation (MC) increases exponentially with depth as shown in 

Figure 17, but that the initial tangent modulus of deformation (MI) 

is constant throughout the soil mass. The assumption is also made 

that at some depth, (MC) and (MI) become equal to (MI) and, for greater 

depths, remain equal to this limiting value of (MI),

In terms of stress-strain relationships. Figure 18b shows 

didgcaamatically the assumed linear variation in shape with depth for 

the second method of linear analysis.

The implication of the second method of approach is that the 

velocity of propagation of the stress wave peak (Vp) increases with 

depth* whereas the velocity of propagation of the stress wave front 

(Vj) is a constant throughout the soil mass. At some depth, (V ) 

becomes equal to (V^) and both remain at this constant value for all 

greater depths.

The Method Of Approach Psed In This Study

Prior to the undertaking of this research, the author had 

developed a computer, program for the prediction of ground displacement 

due to a nuclear air burst as part of Contract ©C0-0S-62-232 conducted 

for the Office of Civil Defense by the Engineering Research laboratory 

at the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

A linear analysis of the ground displacement problem was 

employed in this study. The analysis followed closely the assumptions 

of the second method of approach discussed above.concerning the variation
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of stress”strain relationships with depth0 The original program 

was eventually modified to accomodate the assumptions of the first 

method of approach. The print-out of both the original and modified 

programs included such parameters as the time after arrival of surface 

overpressure, the location at depth of both the stress wave front and 

stress wave peak for the respective times, and the surface displacement 

for the respective times. In addition, for multiples of .05 seconds, 

the stress and strain at predetermined depths was printed out so that 

a stress-depth and strain-depth plot could be made for successive times.

The method of approach of this study is to assume one stress- 

strain relationship for the entire soil mass. This implies that the 

variation of the constrained modulus of deformation (MC) is not a 

direct function of depth, but that the constrained modulus of defor

mation (MC), which by definition is the slope of the tangent to the 

stress-strain curve, is a function of the stress level only.

The'other implication of assuming a single stress-strain 

relationship for the entire soil massiis ithat tfche initial tangent 

modulus (MI) is a constant.

The output of the computer program for the non-linear 

approach is the same as that of the two linear methods of approach 

so that a comparison could be made. A complete listing of rail three 

programs is found in Appendix B complete with appropriate comment 

card description.
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The Basis For Comparison Of The Linear And Non-linear Methods

There exists a basis for comparison between the method of 

this study - and the two linear methods. In all the methods.the 

magnitude of stress varies with depths i.e., the peak attenuated 

vertical stress decreases as the stress wave peak propagates more 

deeply into the soil mass. However, for monotopically increasing 

stress-strain relationships the tangent slopes are greater at lower 

stress levels than at higher stress levels» This implies that the 

velocity of propagation of the stress wave peak (V^) increases as 

the peak progresses vertically into the soil mass, i.e., the con

strained modulus of deformation (MG) increases. In this study, 

however, this increase does not have to be assumed as exponential; 

it does not have to be assumed at all since it is fully determined 

by the shape of the stress-strain curve and the stress level 

encountered, Consequently, this approach overcomes one of the 

most glaring weaknesses of the two linear approaches; namely, 

that no matter what the actual curvature of the stress-strain 

relationship might be, the linear analyses assume that a straight 

line drawn from the origin to the point of maximum applied stress 

on the stress-strain curve itself adequately approximates the 

stressestrain behavior of the material.

As an example of the inadequacy of this approximation 

consider a near perfect elasto-plastic material (Figure 19a). 

Initially, as stress increases, strain increases proportionally. 

Therefore., over a large range of stress the slope of the tangent 

to the stress-strain curve is assumed to be a constant and the



material acts elastically. At some stress the material begins 

to "yield" and there is a large increase in strain for a compara

tively small increase in stress so that the material acts plastically* 

The strain corresponding to a stress slightly above the "yield" 

stress (let this stress be the maximum applied stress) is quite 

large. The approximation to this elasto-plastic stress-strain 

relationship for the above stress condition is a straight line 

drawn- from the origin to the point of maximum applied stress on 

the plastic part of the stress-strain curve. It is obvious that 

the slope of this line is much too small for an acceptable approxima

tion to the elastic part of the curve and not small enough for an 

adequate approximation to the plastic portion of the curve. At best, 

it approximates the slope''of the tangent to the stress-strain curve 

over the very small range of transition from elastic to plastic.

Now consider an almost perfectly elastic material (Figure 19b) 

under the same conditions of stress and strain. The rate of increase 

of.stress and strain is nowhere constant so that, although the slope 

of the tangent to the stress-strain curve'at the origin is steeper 

than the slope of the tangent to the stress-strain curve at the 

point of maximum applied stress, a straight line drawn between the 

origin and the point of. maximum applied stress is a close approxima

tion to all the tangents over that range.

It is interesting to note, however, that in both cases 

the slope of the straight line approximation is exactly equal.

That this is a serious deficiency of the linear approximation methods 

is apparent from the fact that the velocity (V ). ia a direct function
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of the slope of the tangent to the stress"Strain curve ( W O ). If 

the straight line approximation is grossly in error, the magnitude 

and configuration of the stress distribution at depth will be in 

error also. This error is transmitted to the values of strain and 

consequently to the surface displacements.

Correlation And Comparison Of The Linear And Non-Linear Methods

The non-linear approach of this study closely parallels 

the second linear method of approach on the basis that the initial 

tangent modulus (MI) in both cases is held constant throughout the 

soil mass. Consequently, a comparison is made in this study between 

the results of four non-linear materials and one linear approximation 

to these materials as regards:

1) the displacement-time relationship on the surface.'

2) the maximum surface displacement.

3) the strain-depth relationship for arbitrary times after 

the initial surface load application.

The correlation between the linear and non-linear case is 

made in the following manner.

The value of (MI) can be easily'computed from the stress- 

strain curve of the non-linear material under consideration.

Although four non-linear materials will be considered, each having • 

a different degree of curvature of the stress-strain curve, all have 

the same value of (MI).

The surface value of (MC) is also obtained from the stress- 

strain relationship. This is ^accomplished by computing the slope of the
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line drawn between the origin and the point of maximum applied stress 

on the stress-strain curve. The latter point is generally given by 

the maximum applied surface overpressure. By previous definitions, 

this is the linear approximation to the actual non-linear stress- 

strain, curve.

In order to determine the depth at which (MC) is equal to 

(MI), the computer program for the non-linear approach is run.

The output of this program contains the depth of the stress wave 

front and stress wave peak at various times after the arrival of 

the maximum surface overpressure. Initially, the stress wave front 

propagates more rapidly than the stress wave peak. This is due to 

the fact that (MX) is much greater than (MO) because the slope of 

the tangent to the stress-strain curve is very small at the initially 

high values of peak attenuated vertical stress. Eventually, however, 

the peak attenuated vertical stress diminishes and the corresponding 

tangent slope approaches the initial tangent slope (ME) of the 

stress-strain curve. This is indicated in the computer program 

output when the change in depth of both stress wave front and stress 

wave peak become equal after a long interval, i.e., when the velocity 

of both is the same. Mhen this occurs, the depth of the stress wave 

peak is considered the depth at which (EC) equals (MI).

The two known values of modulus are plotted logarithmically 

versus depth with log (MC) plotted at depth equal zero (surface) and 

log (Ml) plotted at the previously determined depth where (MG) equals' 

(MI). Since the variation of modulus with depth had been initially • 

assumed as exponential, a straight line connection of the two plotted
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points is made. Figure 17 typifies such a so called "log-constrained- 

modulus versus depth curve". The equation for this curve can be very 

easily written and onee it is known the computer program for the linear 

approximation can be run. This has been done in the present study for 

the purpose of comparing the results of both the linear and non-linear 

approaches in an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the linear 

approximation.



Chapter 5 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

A comparison is made in this study between four non

linear materials and one linear approximation to these materials.

The non-linearity refers to the stress-strain relationships shown 

in Figure 20a through 20d and is given in terms of the parameter 

(n) which has been previously discussed on page 31. A comparison 

is made of results in three areas of interest for the prediction 

of ground displacement due to a nuclear detonation:

1) the displacement-time relationship on the surface.

2) the maximum surface displacement.

3) the strain-depth relationship for arbitrary times 

after the initial surface load application.

This study has been conducted for a peak surface over

pressure of 100 psi due to a 5-megaton air burst. The materials, 

whose stress-strain relationships are shown in Figures 20, are 

purely artificial and have the following physical properties: a 

mass density equal to 3.57 pound-sec^-feet \  an initial tangent 

modulus (MI) equal to 33,000 psi and a constrained modulus (M) at 

the surface equal to 23,000 psi. The "log(M) vs depth" curve 

for the linear approximation and its equation are shown in Figure 17.

63
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Results

The Surface Displacement-Time Relationships The surface 

displacement in feet at various times after the arrival of the 100 

psi peak vertical overpressure is shown in Figure 21. Quantitatively, 

the results support the theory that the lower the value of (n) the 

better the linear approximation. Quantitatively, however, the results 

were quite surprising, for it was not suspected that such large dif

ferences in displacement would occur over the range of (n) values 

studied.

It is also significant to note that initially the rate of 

change of displacement with time is greater for materials with low 

(n) values (the greatest being for the linear approximation), but 

that after about 0.5 seconds all but the linear approximation have the 

same rate of change. This can best be explained by the nature of 

the stress-strain curve of each material. Initially, the soil column 

is subjected to rather high stress levels and the greatest difference 

in curvature of the stress-strain relationships occurs at these higher 

stress levels. The total surface displacement at any time is composed 

of contributions from two sources; the portion of the stressed soil 

column that is undergoing loading, i.e., the portion between the stress 

wave front (21) and the stress wave peak (ZP), and the portion of the 

stressed soil column that is undergoing unloading, i.e., the portion 

between the stress wave peak (ZP) and the surface. The strain distribu

tion between the stress wave front (ZI) and the stress wave peak (ZP) 

is triangular while the strain distribution between the stress wave peak 

(ZP) and the surface, although non-linear, is approximately rectangular.
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At small values of time the velocity of the stress wave front 

(Vj) is much greater than the velocity of the stress wave peak (V^) for 

materials with high values of (n). This is due to the nature of the 

stress-strain relationship. This implies that the major contribution 

to the surface displacement comes from the "loading" soil column. As 

the value of (n) decreases, the contribution of the "unloading" soil 

column to the total surface displacement becomes more and more signifi

cant. Since displacement by definition is the integral of the strain 

over a certain range of depth, it is obvious that a rectangular strain 

distribution ( refer to Figure 22 - Linear Approximation ) will yield 

a greater displacement than a triangular strain distribution, even 

though the triangular distribution extends over a greater range of depth, 

provided that the maximtm strains in each ,are about equal. This is 

exactly what happens here at small values of time and explains why 

the rate of increase of the displacement is greater for materials 

with low (n) values than that of materials with high (n) values.

The same reasoning can be applied to explain the almost 

constant rate of change of the displacement at larger values of time. 

After 0.5 seconds the stress level has decreased to such an extent 

that the velocity of the stress wave peak (V^) is about equal to the 

velocity of the stress wave front (V^) for all non-linear materials; 

and since the wave front velocity is the same for all these

materials, the contribution of both the "loading" and "unloading" 

portions of the stressed soil column to the total surface displacement 

occurs at the same rate for all.
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The Maximum Surface Displacement Numerical values of surface 

displacement at various times for the four non“linear materials and the 

one linear approximation to these materials are shown in Table II,

These results indicate that the maximum surface displacement 

occurs between 0.7 and 0,8 seconds after the arrival of the surface 

overpressure front for all the non-linear materials, The displacement 

decreases until a residual displacement would eventually be reached.

This permanent deformation of the surface is due to the fact that the 

materials under consideration are not perfectly elastic and consequently 

do not rebound entirely upon removal of load.

Unfortunately, the artificial materials and the conditions 

of loading used in this analysis do not exhibit this residual effect 

very well. However, the beginning of decreased surface displacement 

may be observed in Table II for the non-linear materials after about

0,7 or 0,8 seconds. The results of the linear approximation do not

show this effect at all, and for the linear case even the maximum 

displacement was not reached in the time range considered. Consequently, 

the maximum surface displacement for the linear case was extrapolated 

from Figure 21 as 0.955 feet. With this as the value of the maximum 

surface displacement given by the linear approximation, the percent 

error of this value was computed for each of the non-linear materials. 

These percentages are recorded in the last row of Table II.

Qualitatively, the results conform to the theoretical

predictions, however, ©nee again, quantitatively the percent error 

for each case was much higher than expected. This indicates that 

a critical value of (n) exists beyond which the linear approximation



n 9.43 4.98 3.49 2.74 ip p ro x .

0.05 0.146 0.159 0.174 0.190 0.193

0.10 0.254 0.286 0.301 0.316 0.338

0.15 0.345 0,378 0.408 0.414 0.450

0.20 0.415 0.454 0.481 0.502 0.545

0.25 0.470 0.517 0.552 0.578 0.614

0.30 0.511 0.564 0.601 0.632 0.672

0.35 0.542 0.599 0.643 0.675 0.718

0.40 0.567 0.628 0.676 0.712 0.753

0.45 0.585 0.649 0.701 0.742 0.780

0.50 0.598 0.665 0.721 0.765 0.805

0.55 0.607 0.675 0.735 0.783 0.826

0.60 0.612 0.682 0.745 0.797 0.843

0.65 0.614 = 0.686 0.751 0.806 0.858

0*70 0.615 i 0.687 0.755 0.813 0.871

0.75 0.613 . 0.686 0.757 0.817 0.883

0.80 0.610 1 0.684 0.756 0.820 0.893

0.85 0.605 : 0.681 0.754 0.820 0.902

0.90 0.600 V 0.676 0.752 0,819 0.910

0.95 0.595 0.671 0 s 748 0.818 0.918

1.00 0.665 ^0.743 0.815 0.925

1.05 -  ' 0.813 0.932

1.10 : «=, - 0.955

% E rror 55.2 1 39.1 26.2 16.4

TABLE 11

Numerical Values Of Displacement For 
Various Times After Arrival Of 

Peak Surface Overpressure
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to the stress-strain curve yields displacement results outside the 

limits of engineering accuracy. From the standpoint of safety, the 

error is fortunately on the conservative side, however such a large 

conservative error from the standpoint of economics is highly ob

jectionable.

The Strain-Depth Relationship The variation of strain 

with depth for the four non-linear materials and the one linear 

approximation to these materials is shown in Figures 22 through 

25 for time equal to 0.25, 0.50, 0,75 and 0.95 seconds respectively.

The ordinate or depth scale varies from figure to figure, however 

the abscissa or strain scale is the same for all figures ( 1 inch = 2 

f j ,  in./in. of strain ). This arrangement, in addition to adequately 

describing the overall strain-depth relationship, is convenient for 

a study of the strain variation with time at a particular depth.

One of the most significant characteristics of the strain- 

depth plots is the tendency of the distribution to become more 

and more linear as (n) decreases. However, the degree of non- 

linearity for all materials increases with time particularly at 

shallow depths. The explanation of this once again lies in the nature 

of the stress-strain relationship. The higher the value of (n) the 

lower the strain at rebound for a given unloading stress level. Also, 

the higher the value of (n) the greater the variation in the mag

nitude of rebound strain over a given range' of unloading stress levels. 

This is particularly true at high stress levels which would occur at 

shallow depths.
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Another rather surprising and totally unexpected result of 

the strain-depth-time plots is the relative location of the stress 

wave peak (ZP) with time for the four non-linear materials. At first 

it was felt that the smaller values of (n) would result in larger 

values of depth for the location of the stress wave peak (ZP) due to 

the larger tangent slope of the stress-strain curve for these low 

(n)-valued materials. However, Figures 23, 24 and 25 show the 

opposite to be true, i.e., the deeper locations of the stress wave 

peak (ZP) correspond to the higher values of (n). This apparent 

contradiction of the theory can be explained by a closer analysis 

of Figures 20a through 20d. Although it is true that the tangent 

slopes corresponding to small (n) values are larger than those of 

the high (n) values, this is true only at high stress levels. The 

rate of change of tangent slope with decreasing stress is much 

greater for materials with high (n) values than for those with 

low (n) values. Consequently at the lower stress levels attained 

at later times, the tangent slopes of the materials with high (n) 

values are greater than the tangent slopes of those with low (n) 

values. This implies that the velocity of the stress wave peak (V^) 

and consequently the location of the stress wave peak (ZP) are 

actually greater for the former materials. Figure 22 clarifies 

this entire concept for it shows the transition situation. The 

location of the stress wave peak (ZP) for n = 9.43 is greater than 

that for n » 4.98, 3.49 and 2.74, however the location of the stress 

wave peak (ZP) for n = 4.98 is less than that for n - 3.49 which in 

turn is.less than that for n = 2.74. In other words, the stress level
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at t = 0.25 seconds is small enough to have caused the tangent slope 

of the n = 9.43 material to become greater than the tangent slopes 

of all the other non-linear materials, but it is not small enough 

to have so altered the other high (n)-valued materials. By 0.50 

seconds ( Figure 23 ) the transformation is complete and the location 

of the stress wave peak (ZP) decreases with decreasing (n).

As expected, the location of the stress wave peak (ZP) for 

the linear approximation is at all times greater than that of any 

of the non-linear materials.

Conclusions

It seems fairly obvious from the results presented in 

this paper that the linear approximation to a non-linear stress- 

strain curve cannot be used indiscriminately in problems relating 

to ground displacement due to nuclear air bursts. There exists 

some limiting value of the curvature defining parameter (n) beyond 

which a linear approximation yields results that are outside usual 

engineering accuracy. This is perhaps the most significant conclusion 

that can be drawn.

It is felt that the mathematical model developed in this 

study for the prediction of ground displacement in an inelastic 

medium provides a much more desirable solution than any of the 

previous methods of analysis. The number of assumptions that have 

to be made in the use of this analysis is by far exceeded by that 

necessary in the previous methods of analysis.
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However, problems relating to the response of soils to 

nuclear air bursts are not confined to the problem of displacement 

alone. It is the author’s hope that, with this, analysis complete, 

similar studies can be initiated that will consider parameters 

concomitant with displacement such as velocity and acceleration. A 

greater degree of sophistication is necessarily implied in these studies 

and many of the simplifying assumptions made in the study of ground 

displacement will no longer be valid. For example, inertial effects 

cannot be neglected when acceleration is considered. It seems, 

off hand, that the entire approach will have to be altered and 

that a mathematical model will have to be developed which considers 

the soil mass as a series of discrete particle systems.
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Appendix A 

SOLUTION OF THE GENERAL WAVE EQUATION

The equation of motion of a stress wave ( e.g. a shear stress 

wave ) propagating through an elastic medium is

o  2u 
d c 2

a  c T u  .
P 6 x 2

If p/p = C the above equation corresponds to the classic wave equation —

or

0  2u 
0 t 2

C % 2u
0 x

XX 1 utt

The canonical (fundamental) form of the wave equation can be 

determined as follows,

let A * x - Ct then 0|i 1 and 0  u
0  X 0  t

H *» x + Ct
- 1 0 A0 X 0

Using the Chain Rule for derivatives yields
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Therefore
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C2 0  2u C20 2u
0 A 0 n  a  n2

C20 2u
0 X 0 ^

Substitution into the general wave equation u ^  » u^^/C yields

0 2U *+ 2 0 2u + 0fu

or

0 A 2

4 0 2u

0 X 0  ̂  

0

a /  c'

or

c2a i u
d x 2

0 2u

2C2 0  2u 
0 X 0 1

c2a 2u"
a ? .

0
O A 0  ii 0 A 0  i

To obtain the most general solution, the canonical form is integrated 

twice.
00  2U 0_u d g(n)

a xa X 0 h
and u ■ g*(n) + h(X) " f( x + Ct ) + f ^ ( x - C t )
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This solution has a very simple physical interpretation. 

Consider f^( x - Ct ). For a definite instant (t), this terra is a 

function of (x) only and can be represented by a certain curve such 

as (mnp), the shape of which depends on (£^). After a time interval 

(At), f^( x - Ct ) becomes f^( x - C(t + At)). The function (f^) 

will remain the same (m'n'p1) if, simultaneously with the increase 

of (t) by (At), the abscissas are increased an amount A x  » cAt. 
From Figure 26 it can be seen that the second term of the solution 

represents a wave travelling in the (+ x) direction with a constant 

speed (C). The first term conversely represents a wave travelling 

in the (- x) direction.

The logical conclusion is that (C) equals the velocity of 

wave propagation which in the case of a shear wave, for example, is 

given by

C ‘  Vs ■ / y  •

cA tcAt

Figure 26

Physical Interpretation of Solution 
to the General Wave Equation



APPENDIX B

A CARD LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
USED IN THIS STUDY

The programs that follow are written in the FORTRAN program

ming language and were run on the IBM 1401-7072 digital computer of 

the Numerical Analysis Laboratory at the University of Arizona.

The programs as they appear in the listing are written to 

solve the particular problem used in this thesis. The programs 

must be modified slightly to accept data for the solution of other 

ground displacement problems.
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C LIST OF SYMBOLS FOUND IN THE THREE PROGRAMS BELOW

ALP = ATTENUATION FACTOR AT DEPTH IPALPHA = ATTENUATION FACTOR AT DEPTH ZPA
AM = PEAK VERTICAL ATTENUATED PRESSURE
ANN = POWER OF RAMSERG OSGOOD EQUATION
B * SLOPE OF THE LOG OF MODULUS VS DEPTH CURVE /

LOG E FOR TANGENT MODULI 
BP = SLOPE OF THE LOG OF MODULUS VS DEPTH CURVE /LOG E FOR SEISMIC MODULI 
CENT = TRAPEZOIDAL RULE - SUM OF CENTER TERMS 
CK = INTERCEPT OF LOG MODULUS VS DEPTH CURVE

(LBS/SQ FT) FOR TANGENT MODULI 
CKP = INTERCEPT OF LOG MODULUS VS DEPTH CURVE (LBS/SQ FT) FOR SEISMIC MODULI 
COP a DEPTH AT WHICH CONSTRAINED MODULUS EQUALS SEISMIC MODULUS 
DELT = TIME INCREMENTDI5P = TOTAL DISPLACEMENT
DISPL = LOWER DISPLACEMENT
DISPU = UPPER DISPLACEMENT
L>I V = ANY EVEN NUMBER
DLZ = SIZE OF INCREMENT IN LOWER STRAIN SUMMATION
DN = NUMBER USED TO LOCATE DEPTH ZPA
DON = SIMPSONS RULE - SUM OF ODD TERMS
DPP = VALUE OF DENOMINATOR IN ONE EXPRESSION FOR PT
DZP * INCREMENTAL DEPTH WHICH PEAK. VERTICAL

ATTENUATED PRESSURE TRAVELS 
DZR = INCREMENTAL DEPTH WHICH PRESSURE RELEASE TRAVELS 
DZU - SIZE OF INCREMENT IN UPPER STRAIN SUMMATION
EMC = TANGENT MODULUS FOR STRESS WAVE PEAK AT A

GIVEN DEPTH
EMI a INITIAL TANGENT MODULUS OF STRESS-STRAIN •

CURVE (LBS/SQ FT)
ETA = TANGENT MODULUS FOR STRESS AT DEPTH ZPA
EV - VALUE OF STRAIN AT DEPTHS BELOW ZP
EVEN = SIMPSONS RULE - SUM OF EVEN TERMSFLW = OVERPRESSURE AND YIELD VARIABLE FOR

ATTENUATION FACTOR VALUE 
I = SUBSCRIPT
ICK = INDEXING PARAMETER (SUBROUTINE)
IKE = INDEXING PARAMETER (TO TELL IF PT * 0)
IL = SUBSCRIPT
IS = SUBSCRIPT
IV = SUBSCRIPTIVM * UPPER LIMIT IN SIMPSONS RULE ODD SUMMATION
IVMU = UPPER LIMIT IN SIMPSONS RULE ODD SUMMATION
IVQ = UPPER LIMIT IN SIMPSONS RULE EVEN SUMMATION
IVZ » UPPER LIMIT IN TRAPEZOIDAL RULE CENTRAL
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SUMMATION 

J = SUBSCRIPT
JIVE = INDEXING PARAMETER (TO TELL IF ZR IS GREATER

THAN ZP)
KZ = INDEXING PARAMETER (TO RUN PROGRAM FOR MORETHAN ONE SET OF DATA)
LL * INDEXING PARAMETER (PRINT OUT)
LM = INDEXING PARAMETER (PRINT OUT)
LOOK = INDEXING PARAMETER THAT DEFINES THE SI STRESS

TO BE USED WITH A GIVEN SO STRESS
N = MAJOR SUBSCRIPT
NT = INDEXING PARAMETER THAT DEFINES TYPE SUMMATION

TO BE USED
ODD = SIMPSONS RULE - SUM OF ODD TERMSPA = ATTENUATED VERTICAL PRESSURE AT DEPTH ZPA
PSO = PEAK VERTICAL ATTENUATED PRESSURE AT DEPTH ZP
PT = SURFACE OVERPRESSURE AT TIME TPV = VALUE OF STRESS AT DEPTH BELOW ZP
PWR = VALUE OF EXPONENT IN SOME OF THE EQUATIONS

FOR PT
Q = ANY DEPTH AT WHICH STRESS DISTRIBUTION IS

BEING CONSIDERED 
QQ = BASIC DEPTH INCREMENT FOR SOIL PROPERTY

CHANGES
ROE = MASS DENSITY OF SOIL UNDER CONSIDERATION (LBS-SEC SQ/FT FOURTH)
SI = STRESS AT WHICH e7EMl INTERSECTS STRESS-STRAINCURVE
SK = PERCENT REBOUND
SO = STRESS AT WHICH e85EMl INTERSECTS STRESS-

STRAIN CURVE 
T = TIME AFTER OVERPRESSURE FRONT PASSES
TEV = VALUE OF STRAIN ABOVE DEPTH ZP
TEVS = VALUE OF STRAIN ON SURFACE
TPV = VALUE OF STRESS ABOVE DEPTH ZP
WYM = BOMB YIELD IN MEGATONS 
ZI = DEPTH OF WAVE FRONT AT TIME TZP = DEPTH OF PEAK VERTICAL ATTENUATED PRESSURE

AT TIME T 
ZPA = ZP + OZP/2 o ZR = DEPTH OF PRESSURE RELEASE
ZV => DEPTH ABOVE ZP AT WHICH STRESS IS BEING

CONSIDERED
ZZ = REGULATING PARAMETER (PRINT OUT)
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*** N0WAT2KI 5R 5594** FREE FIELD GROUND DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO NUCLEAR DETONATION NONLINEAR CASE * COMPILE FORTRAN » EXECUTE FORTRAN
C ENTRY OF SOIL CHARACTERISTICS

SUBROUTINE VALUE (QQeOeSOoSI»J »ICKPL O O K )
IF(Q-QQ) 20 1 *201*202 

202 IF(Q“ 3o^QQ) 203®203»204
204 IF (Q-6 a*QQ) 205*205*206

. 206 IF (Q~10»«QQ) 207*207*208
208 IF (Q-15*»Q<3> 209*209*210210 IF(ICK-l) 211*211*209 
2 0 1  SO = 45o

SI = 32o 
J = 1 
GO TO 1 2 03 SO = 57»
SI a 4 4 o 
J = 2 
GO TO 1

205 SO = 84c 
51 = 78$
J = 3
GO TO 1 

207 SO = 100*GO TO (222 *223*224*225*226)*LOOK222 SI = 90*
GO TO 227223 SI « 80*
GO TO 227

224 SI = 7 0 D 
GO TO 227

225 SI = 60$
GO TO 227

226 SI = 50$
227 0 * 4  

GO TO 1
209 SO * 108c SI * 104c 

J = 5
GO TO 1

211 STOP
1 RETURN 

END
DIMENSION PV<45G)*EVI4 5 0 W T P V < 4 5 0 ) »TEV14501*EM I 110) 
DIMENSION A M 1450).READ 100* P50 »WYM * ROE » SK, * DIV *GQ » t EM I (J ) * J = 1 * 5 )
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100 FORMAT ( 8 F 1 0 »0 )
Q * 145*FLW = 230* * (100,/PSO)e*o5%WYM*%o333 

7 01 LOOK » 1 7 00 T=0IKE = 1 
JIVE » 1 ZR » 0 
ZP * 0.
ZZ « 1«
IV = DIV IVQ = IV - 1 
IVM = IV - 2 PRINT 485

485 FORMAT (3X«112H ZR T ZP
1ZI FT DI5PL
2D ISP //)
DO 200 N * 1 * 2  08 
IVZ * N- 1 
DN = N 
DZP * 5«

C COMPUTATION OF DEPTH Or STRESS WAVE PEAK
ZP=ZP+DZP 
ICK = 1
CALL VALUE (OOpOsSOeSIeJtICK,LOOK)
ANN" lo + 0*386 / LOOP(SO/SI)

C COMPUTATION OF TIME INCREMENT
ZPA = D Z P * (DN - o 5)
ALPHA = 1»/ (1, + ZPA/FLW)
PA = ALPHA * PSO
ETA = EM I(J )/(1 * + 3a/7o*ANN#<PA/SO)**(ANN-1*)) 
DELT = D2P»(ROE/ETA)»#0*5 /12»T * T -f DELT

C COMPUTATION OF DEPTH OF STRESS WAVE FRONT
ALP * la/ !1e + Z P / F L W )AM(N?=ALP*P50
ZI = 12«*T*(EMI(J)/ROE)*»0*5DLZ * (Z1-ZP)/DIV 
ZV = ZI 
LL = 1

C COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS BELOW
C STRESS WAVE PEAK

DISPU
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DO 40 IL = 1 »IV ZV = ZV - DLZ 
K K  = 2CALL VALUE < QQ» 0 »S0 »SI »U$ I C'< »LOOK )
P V U L )  = <ALP*PSOZ(ZI-ZP)>*(ZI-ZV)EV(IL) = PV<IL)/EMI(J ) + 3»*S0/(7»*EMI(J ))*(PV(IL}/S0) 

1**ANN 
IF (T-ZZ#oQ5) 40*41,41

41 IF (IL-LL*10) 40*42,40
42 LL = LL + 1

PRINT 43*T*ZV»EV<IL)»PV(IL>43 FORMAT (3X* 6 HT = F 7 fr2*5X* 8 HDEPTH = F5aO* 5X?
1 9H5TRAIN » F1005, &X* 18HSTRESS LEVEL « F10»5!

40 CONTINUE
IF (I - ZZ*®05) 50*51*51 

51 ZZ = ZZ + 1«
SENSE LIGHT 1
COMPUTATION OF DISPLACEMENT DUE TO STRAINS BELOW STRESS WAVE PEAK

50 DON = 0  
EVEN * Oo
DO 47 IS = 1* IVQ* 2

47 EVEN = EVEN > EV(IS >
DO 48 IS = 2 * IVM» 2

48 DON = DON + E V ( I S )
DISPL = (DLZ / 3 * ) * (4<s * EVEN + 2* * DON 4- E V U V ) )
GO TO (905*902) ,IKE
COMPUTATION OF DECAYED SURFACE OVERPRESSURE

905 PWR » (9*01/PS0)**o2652
IF (100» - PSO) 500*501*501

500 STOP
501 IF (60o - PSO )400*400*401400 PT = PSQ*(lo-rr/f ,,84*WYM**<>3333H**PWR)**(WPWR)

GO TO 900
401 IF (10P - PSO) 300*300*301
300 PT = P S O * (lo-(T/(5oQ*(WYM**»3333)*PSO**(-o460)))» » P W R ) 

1 **(lo/PWR)GO TO 900
301 IF(3 o~ P S 0 } 302*302*303 
303 STOP
302 DPP = (WYM*»o3333 >*4o25*PSO**(~e3731)PT * PSO*(lo-T/DPP)*EXPEF<-l©/DPP)900 IF (PT-<.Ol*PSO) 902 #901 *901

COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS ABOVE 
STRESS WAVE PEAK WHEN SURFACE OVERPRESSURE HAS
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C DECAYED TO ZERO
902 DZR * 1 2 o*D£LT*< E M I (J )/ R O E )»* 0 c5 

ZR = ZR .+ DZR IF ( ZR-ZP > 402 $>403 » 403403 JIVE = 2 ZR » ZP 
402 PT = 0 

IKE = 2

COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS ABOVE 
STRESS WAVE PEAK WHEN SURFACE OVERPRESSURE 
HAS A VALUE

901 TEX/S = <PT + 3e*$0*(PS0/S0)**ANN/7» J/EMI (J)
LM = I
2V = 0DO 600 I = loN 
ZV » ZV +GO TO (778*903)* JIVE 

778 IF (ZV-ZR) 903*903*904
903 IF (I-N) 906*907*908
906 T P V ( I ) * 0  

GO TO 777
908 STOP907 T R W  I 5 « AM ( N )

GO TO 777
904 TPV(I) * (ZV-ZR)*CAM(N)-PT)/(ZP-ZR) + PT777 ICK =® 3

CALL VALUE ( QQ*Q«SO*SI  *J * ICKsLOGK>
TEV(I) = (TPVCI) +3<i*SO*(A«(n/SO)**ANN/7*)/EMIU)IF (SENSE LIGHT 1) 601*600

601 SENSE LIGHT 1 IF (I - LM#10> 600*602*600
602 LM = LM + 1 PRINT 6 0 3 »T»ZV»T E V < I )»TPV(I)oTEVS
603 FORMAT <3X* 6 HT = F7«2*5X* 8 HDEPTH * F5e0» 5X»

1 9 HSTRAIN ^ F10« 5» 5X» 18HSTRESS LEVEL = FlOoS*
2 5X* 14HSURF STRAIN « Fl0»5)

600 CONTINUE
SENSE LIGHT 0

COMPUTATION OF DISPLACEMENT DUE TO STRAINS ABOVE 
STRESS WAVE PEAK
CENT = 0
DO 6 6  IS = U I V Z  
CENT = CENT + TEV(IS)

6 6  CONTINUE DZU * 5*
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DISPU = D Z U * (TEV5/2 c*C£NT + T E V (N )/2 #)
C COMPUTATION OF SURFACE DISPLACEMENT

DISP = DISPL + DISPU 
IF (N - 208) 4879480,800

487 PRINT 486 , ZRi>T»ZPs.ZI »PTdD I SPL 9D I S P U 9D I SP 
486 FORMAT (3X«F7p2» 7F15o4 )
2 00 CONTINUE
488 PRINT489 » ZR*T•ZP*ZI*PT*DISPLiDISPU*DISP
489 FORMAT (3X*F7«»2* 7F15o4 //)

PRINT 4906 PSO* E M I (J )9 S O 9 SI 9 ANN
490 FORMAT (3X»6HPSO = F6nO*5X*6HE«I = FlOoOfSXtSHSO = F7o 1 0»5X»5HSI « F7oO»5X, 6 HANN = F10*4 //)

LOOK a LOOK + 1 
IF (LOOK - 5 > 700,7009801 

801 Q = Q + 100»
IF (Q - 2256) 701»800*800 

800 STOP 
END
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»** NOWATZKI 5R ' 5594
** FREE FIELD GROUND DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO NUCLEAR DETONATION 

LINEAR CASE - CONSTANT SEISMIC MODULUS 
* COMPILE FORTRAN * EXECUTE FORTRAN

DIMENSION PVC500) *  EV(5 0 0 )» T P V ( 5 0 0 ) f  TEVtBOO)DIMENSION. AM ( 5 00 ) » EMC <500)
PRINT 485485 FORMAT (3X»112H ZR T ZP1ZI PT DISPL DISPU

2D ISP //)
READ 1 9 EM I»PSO»WYM 9 CK dRQE e SK *DIV »8»COP 

1 FORMAT (8 F 10 e 0)FLW - 2 3 0 o * ( 1 0 0 . / P S 0 ) * * e 5 * W Y M * ,* e 3 3 3  
ZP ■ O*
T C o 
ZR o C«JIVE * 1
IKE = 1
ZZ = UIV ■ Div
IVQ = IV -  1IVM = IV - 2
DO 200 N * 1*308

C COMPUTATION OF DEPTH OF STRESS WAVE PEAK
DZP = 5*ZP=ZP*DZP
DN = N
IVZ = N -  1
IVMU = N -  2I F (Z P ~ C O P ) 6 6 6  » 667* 667
COMPUTATION OF TIME INCREMENT AND TANGENT MODULUS WHEN LATTER IS LESS THAN THE SEISMIC MODULUS

666 D E L T s D Z P * ( R O E / ( C K * E X P E F < B * 0 Z P * ( D N - » 5 )) I 1***5 E M C (N )= CK*EXPEF(Q*ZP)
GO TO 557
COMPUTATION OF TIME INCREMENT WHEN TANGENT MODULUS 
EQUALS SEISMIC MODULUS

667 DELT = DZP * (ROE/EMI)**«5 
E M C {N ) = EMI 

557 T = T + DELT
ALP = le / tl» + ZP/FLWI 
AMIN) - ALP*PSO
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C COMPUTATION OF DEPTH OF STRESS WAVE FRONT

ZI = T * ( EMI/ROE ) ** »5 
DLZ » (ZI - ZP) ZD IV 
ZV « ZI 
LL » 1

COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE FRONT AND STRESS WAVE PEAK

DO 88 I L  *  1 * I V  
ZV = ZV -  DLZ
P V ( I D  *  ( AM< Ni /  ( Z I - Z P ) I * ( Z I - Z V )

■ IF  (ZV ~ COP) I l O e  111*  111
110 E V ( I L )  »(PV< I D  /  < CK *  EXPEF < 8 * Z V ) ) ) *  1 4 4 *

GO TO 112
111 E V ( I L )  » ( PV( I L ) /  EMI )  *  144 *
112 I F  ( T - Z Z * « 0 5 )  8 8 , 4 1 9 4 1

41 IF  ( I L - L L * 1 0 )  88 9 42 s>88
42 LL = LL + 1 

PRINT 43 »T » ZV » EV ( IL >»PV( I D
43 FORMAT (3X» 6HT *  F 7 * 2 * 5 X *  8H0EPTH ■ F 5 * 0 ,  5X,

1 9HSTRAIN = F I  0»5» 5X» 18HSTRESS LEVEL « F10«5>
88 CONTINUE

IF ( T -  Z Z * * 0 5 )  5 0 6 5 1 , 6 1  
51 Z I  = ZZ + 1«

SENSE LIGHT 1

COMPUTATION OF DISPLACEMENT DUE TO STRAINS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE FRONT AND STRESS WAVE PEAK

50 DON = 0 C 
EVEN = Q*
DO 47 IS = 1 ,  IVG,  2

47  EVEN = EVEN + E V ( I S )
DO 48 I S  = 2 ,  IVM* 248 DON = DON + EV(IS)
DISPL *  ( D L Z / 3 # )  *  ( 4 *  *  EVEN + 2*  *  DON + E V ( I V ) )

C COMPUTATION OF DECAYED SURFACE OVERPRESSURE

PWR -  ( 9 e 0 1 / P S 0 ) * * < > 2 6 5 2  
I F  ( 100o -  PSO) 50O»501 s-501

500 STOP
501 IF  ( 60» -  PSO ) 4Q0»4QO $>401
400  PT = P S 0 * ( l o ” t T / C » 8 4 * W Y M * # 6 3 3 3 3 ) ) * * P W R ) * * ( l * / P W R )

GO TO 900
401 I F  ( 1 0 *  -  PSO) 300 6 3 0 0 , 3 0 1
3 0 0 'PT = PSO* ( li>” ( T / (  5 e 0 » ( W Y M * * o 3 3 3 3 ) * P S O » * ( - » 6 4 6 0 )  > ) * *PWR)  

1 * * ( ! < ,  /PWR S
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GO TO 900301 IF { 3<9~PS 0  5 302» 302 » 303 
303 STOP
302 DPP = (WYM»»»3333)*4o23*PSO®*(-o3731>

PT = PSO*(l#»T/DPP)*EXPEF(-le/DPP)900 IF (PT-e01#PSO> 902*901$901
COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE PEAK AND SURFACE WHEN SURFACE OVERPRESSURE HAS DECAYED TO ZERO

902 D2R = 1 2 »*DELT*(EMI /ROE)**0*5 
ZR = ZR + OZR
IF i Z R - Z P ) 402*403,403 

403 JIVE = 2 
ZR = ZP 402 PT = 0 
IKE = 2
COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE PEAK AND SURFACE WHEN SURFACE 
OVERPRESSURE HAS A VALUE

901 TEVS = 14 4 6- * ( P T + 5K*(PSO-PT))/CK LM = 1
zv = 0«
DO 12 I » 1 »N 
ZV = ZV 4. 5o 
GO TO (778*903)* JIVE 

778 IF (ZV-ZR) 903,903,904903 IF (I-N) 906,907,908
906 TP V t 1) = 0

GO TO 777
906 STOP
907 TPVtI 5 = AMIN)

GO TO 777
904 TPV(I) « tZV-ZR)*(AM(N)~Pn/(ZP-ZR) + PT777 TEV(I) = 144o*(TPV(I> + S K* (AM( I)- T P V ( I )))/ E M C (I )

IF (SENSE LIGHT 1) 601,12
601 SENSE LIGHT 1

IF (1 - LM*10) 12 ,602,12
602 LM = LM + 1

PRINT 603 eTsZVeTEVtI)atPVtI 3 eTEVS
603 FORMAT <3X, 6 HT = F7o2,5X, 8 HOEPTH = F5&0, 5X»

1 9HSTRAIN = F10.5, 5X, 18HSTRESS LEVEL = F10.5,
2 5X e 14HSURF STRAIN * F10o5)

12 CONTINUE
COMPUTATION OF DISPLACEMENT DUE TO STRAINS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE PEAK AND SURFACE
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SENSE LIGHT 0 
NT = iN/ 2
I F  ( 2*NT -  N ) 7 1 * 6 7 * 6 0 0

67 EVEN a 0e 
ODD = Oo
DO 6 8  I S  = 1 * I V Z  , 2

6 8  EVEN = EVEN + T E V ( I S )
DO 69 IS =• 2»IVMU» 2

69 ODD * ODD + T E V ( I S )
D2U = 5*
DISPU = D Z U / 3 « * ( T £ V S  + 4a*EVEN + 2 * * 0 0 0  + T E V ( N ) ) 
GO TO 70  

71 CENT *  Ob
DO 6 6  I S  ■ 1 * I V Z  

6 6  CENT = CENT + T E V ( I S )
DZU * 5s
DISPU * DZU*(TEVS/2» 4 CENT + T E V (N )/2 = )

C COMPUTATION OF SURFACE DISPLACEMENT

70 DISP = DISPL + DISPU
IF (N -  3 0 8 )  4 8 7 * 4 8 8 * 8 0 0

487 PRINT 4 8 6 *  Z R * T » Z P * Z I * P T * D I S P L * D I S P U * D I S P  
486 FORMAT ( 3X »F7„ 2*  7F1 5»4  )
200 CONTINUE
488 PRINT489 * Z R * T * Z P * Z 1 * P T * D I S P L * D I S P U * D I S P
489 FORMAT ( 3 X * F 7 o 2 *  7 F 1 5 a4 / / )
800 STOP

END
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* * *  NOWATZKI 5R
* *  FREE F I ELD GROUND DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO 

LINEAR CASE -  VARIABLE SEISMIC MODULUS 
*  COMPILE FORTRAN » EXECUTE FORTRAN

DIMENSION PV(1QG> 6 EVQOQJ*  T P V d G O ) *  TEV( IOO)
DO 732 KZ * loll 
PRINT 485

485 FORMAT ( 3 X o l l 2 H  ZR T ZP
1ZI  PT DISPL DISPU
2D ISP / / )

READ l e  PSOvWYM»BtBP*CKL»CKPeROE*SK,DIV»COP 
1 FORMAT ( 8 F 1 0 0Q)

FLW = 2 3 0 ,  *  <1 0 0 o/ P S O ) * * o 5* WYM* * o333
ZP = Oe
T — 0 o
I V = DIV
IVQ = IV -  1
I V.M = IV -  2
DO 200 N “ 1 952
I F  (ZP -  1 6 0 « ) 333s 333s 334

C COMPUTATION OF DEPTH OF STRESS WAVE PEAK

333 DZP = 5*
ZP«ZP*OZP
DN = N
I F  i ZP-COP > 6 6 6  9 6 6 7 1  667

C COMPUTATION OF TIME INCREMENT AND SEISMIC MODULUS WHEN
C STRESS WAVE PEAK IS LESS THAN COP

6 6 6  EMI=CKP*EXPEF(BP*ZP>
D E L T = D Z P* (R O E / ( CK#EXPEF(B»DZP* ( DN- »5>>)
GO TO 557

667 EMI = 144 00 00 0 #
6 0T 0556

334 D2P=100  
ZP«ZP>DZP 
DN=N
I F ( 2 P - C 0 P ) 5 5 8 »  667» 667  

558 EMI»CKP*EXPEF(8 P*ZP)
DELT=DZP* (ROE/ (CK«EXPEF(B*DZP*CDN-31#8  5 ) ) ) ) * *<,5  
G0T0557

C COMPUTATION OF TIME INCREMENT WHEN STRESS WAVE PEAK IS
C EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN COP

556 DELT = DZP *  ( R O E / E M I ) * * 0 5
557 T = j  DELT

5594
NUCLEAR DETONATION
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ALP  ̂ l o /  (1® + ZP/FLW)

C COMPUTATION OF DEPTH OF STRESS WAVE FRONT

ZI  = T * (  EMI /ROE ) * *  o5 ■
DLZ = ( Z I  -  ZP> / D I V  
ZV « ZI

COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE FRONT AND STRESS WAVE PEAK

DO 8 8  I L  « l s . IV  
ZV " ZV -  DLZ
P V I I L )  = ( ALP*PSO /  ( Z I  -  Z P ) ) *  ( Z I  -  ZV)
IF  (ZV -  COP) 110# 11 1 ;  111

110 E V ( I L )  = ( P V ( I L )  /  (CK *  EXPEF(B*ZV)  > ) *  144<»
GO TO 8 8

111 E V ( I L )  a ( P V ( I L )  /  EMI )  *  144*
8 8  CONTINUE

COMPUTATION OF DISPLACEMENT DUE TO STRAINS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE FRONT AND STRESS WAVE PEAK

DON = 0  *
EVEN = Oo
DO 47 IS = ! •  IVQ» 2

47 EVEN = EVEN + E V ( I S )
DO 48 IS = 2 i  IVM» 2

48 DON » DON + E V ( I S )
D1SPL = ( DLZ/3o>  *  (4e *  EVEN + 2e *  DON f  E V ( I V ) )

COMPUTATION OF DECAYED SURFACE OVERPRESSURE

PWR = <9 » 0 1 / P S Q ) * * o 2 6 5 2  
IF  ( 100o -  PSO) 5 0 0 * 5 0 1 * 5 0 1  

5 00 STOP
501 IF  ( 6 0 *  -  PSO ) 4 0 0 * 4 0 0 o401
400 PT = P S O * t l « - ( T / U 8 4 * W Y M * * 6 3 3 3 3 n * * P W R ) * # { l « ! . / P W R )

GO TO 900  
4C1 IF  (10d -  PSO) 3 0 0 * 3 0 0 * 3 0 1
300 PT = P 5 0 * ( l « - < T / ( 5 * 0 * < W Y M * * , 3 3 3 3 ) * P S O * « ( - o 4 6 0 > U * * P W R )  

1 * * ( 1 » / P W R )
GO TO 900

301 I F O d - P S O )  3 0 2 * 3 0 2 * 3 0 3  
303 STOP
302 DPP = < W Y M * * # 3 3 3 3 } * 4 e 2 5 * P S O * * ( - » 3 7 3 1 )

PT = PS 0* (  1 < . - T / DPP) *EXPEF( - l « . /DPP>
900 DZU = Z P / D I V  

ZV » ZP



no
 

n 
n

98

COMPUTATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN AT DEPTHS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE PEAK AND THE SURFACE

DC 12 I = 1 ,  IV  
ZV = ZV -  DZU
T P v m  = ( Z V / Z P > *  ( ALP»PSO -  PT ) + PT 
IF  (ZV -  COP) 860*  861» 861  

8 6 0 0 1 EV( I I  * ( ( T P V < I ) * ( l o - S K )+ ( 1 * / ( l . + Z V / F L W ! ) * S H * P S O ) / ( CK
1 * EXPEF{ 8 *ZV I 5 ) * 1 4 4 »

GO TO 12
861 T E V ( I  I = ( ( T P V t I ( 1 » / ( 1 . + ZV /FLW) ) * S K * P S O ) /

1 ( E M I ) ) »144»
12 CONTINUE

COMPUTATION-OF DISPLACEMENT DUE TO STRAINS BETWEEN 
STRESS WAVE PEAK AND THE SURFACE

DON = 0 *
EVEN = 0»
DO 6 6  I S  » 1* IVQ* 2

6 6  EVEN = EVEN + T E V ( I S )
DO 67 IS *  2*  IVM» 2

67 DON = DON + T E V ( I S )
DISPU = ( D Z U / 3 * ) * ( E V < I V ) + 4 , * E V E N + 2 . * D 0 N + T E V ( I V ) )

C COMPUTATION OF SURFACE DISPLACEMENT

DISP = DISPL + DISPU
PRINT 4 86 5 I  * Z P.» Z I * P T *  DISPU*  D I S P L ,  DISP 

486 FORMAT ( 1 0X » 7 F 1 5 o4)
200 CONTINUE 
732 CONTINUE 
100 STOP 

END


